EaseUS Announces New MobiSaver for
Android 4.5 Fully Compatible with
Android 6.0 Marshmallow
NEW YORK, N.Y., Feb. 17, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EaseUS has pushed
forward and released MobiSaver for the Android 4.5 appearance with rock solid
Android 6.0 Marshmallow and Windows 10 support. The software is tested to
perfectly cover Android 1.5 to 6.0 mainstream models from different
manufacturers including Samsung, Google Nexus, HTC, Sony, Motorola, ZTE, and
Huawei.
EaseUS MobiSaver for Android 4.5, a professional Android data recovery
solution, is designed to work together with a bunch of new features and
updates of Android 5.0/5.1/6.0 especially on the Windows 10 based platform by
simple and direct user interface. MobiSaver for Android 4.5 securely recovers
contacts, text messages, photos, videos, audio or documents from accidental
deletion, operating system corruption during software updates or new ROM
flashing, formatting, rooting, virus attacks and other data loss situations.
Android “rooting” is a means to unlock hidden features of the Android
operating system. However, benefits and risks always go together. For
attaining privileged control over various Android subsystems, it allows
Android users to speed up phone, boost battery life, guard privacy, access
root-only apps and enjoy customized features — but also it’s risky to cause
data loss in the process. MobiSaver for Android 4.5 gives an access to scan
rooted devices to restore lost files in a safe way.
A broad variety of Android devices can be automatically identified when
connected to PCs and laptops where MobiSaver for Android 4.5 is installed at
a fleeting speed. It may take a few minutes to breeze through all retrievable
files on smartphones running Android OS.
This Android data recovery program scans devices including the popular
Samsung S6, Google Nexus 6 and Nexus 6P for deleted data by few steps. After
all the files are located and listed, it’s quite flexible to preview all
files one-by-one to retrieve what matters most.
Regularly backing up data on Android phones can help in case of data loss and
play an important part in the future direct recovery progress. EaseUS data
recovery for Android phones is a life saver for any data loss disaster.
EaseUS MobiSaver for Android 4.5 is available at:
http://www.easeus.com/android-data-recovery-software/android-data-recovery.ht
ml.
About EaseUS Software:
EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users,
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition

manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100
million wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com/.
“EaseUS” is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The Android trademark is the property of Google Inc.
—Updated: 2.18.16 to remove mention of ‘call history’ and ‘WhatsApp support’
from feature listing and ‘SD card’ recovery in 5th paragraph.
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